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Review: Applications

Wrist-borne Computing /

Smart-Watches

Fit in most application

categories

Replaces existing accessory
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Smartwatch Operating Systems

Mobile Devices once had many operating systems

Marketshare in 2019 70.1% Android, 28.4%iOS, 1.5% other1

Current SmartWatch Operating Systems:

• Android – Wear OS (Watch can operate as standalone phone)

• watchOS – Apple Watch Operating System

• Fitbit OS – Fitbit Devices (acquired Pebble) (Fitbit acquired

by Alphabet)

• Garmin Connect IQ/Garmin OS

• Zepp OS – formerly Amazfit – Xiaomi Wearable OS

• Tizen – Linux operating system formerly running on Samsung

Gear – DEAD

• AsteroidOS – OpenSource firmware replacement for Android

watches

• FreeRTOS – RTOS that can be used for smartwatches
1http://gs.statcounter.com/os-market-share/mobile/worldwide
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Smartwatch OS Market Share

Smartwarch OS Market Share (2016):2

• watchOS – 52.3%

• Android Wear – 22.9%

• Tizen – 12.7%

• Others – 12.1%

This report estimated that by 2020 Android Wear would be nearly

equal with watch OS by 2020

2https://www.statista.com/statistics/750328/worldwide-smartwatch-market-

share-by-platform/

Note that Fitbit OS and Garmin Connect IQ not released until 2017
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Smartwatch OS Market Share

By Q1 of 2017, these estimates appear to be incorrect:

• watchOS – 57%

• Tizen – 19%

• Android Wear – 18%

• Others – 6%
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Smartwatch Market 2019

2019 Report:3

• 16% of U.S. adults own a smartwatch

• Nearly $5B in sales

• 88% of sales were Apple, Samsung, and Fitbit in U.S.

3https://www.npd.com/wps/portal/npd/us/news/press-releases/2019/us-

smartwatch-sales-see-strong-gains-according-to-new-npd-report/
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Smartwatch Market 2019

2020 Report:4

• 16% of U.S. adults own a smartwatch (19% in 2021)

• 39% if you include fitness trackers

• Nearly $5B in sales

• 88% of sales were Apple, Samsung, and Fitbit in U.S. (Similar

in 2021)

4https://www.npd.com/wps/portal/npd/us/news/press-releases/2019/us-

smartwatch-sales-see-strong-gains-according-to-new-npd-report/
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Smartwatch Market 2021

2021 Report:5

“It’s important to note, however, that a 33.5% device share for

Apple probably represents a great than 60% revenue share”
5https://www.forbes.com/sites/johnkoetsier/2021/05/27/global-smartwatch-

market-apple-34-huawei-8-samsung-8-fitbit-42/?sh=409fcbad66c7
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But wait!

2021 Report:6

Samsung shifts from Tizen to WearOS!

6https://arstechnica.com/gadgets/2021/11/wear-os-market-share-explodes-

after-google-and-samsung-team-up/
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Smartwatch Vendor Market Share

By mid 2018
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Smartwatch Vendor Market Share

Through Q4 2021
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But this all makes one jarring point: users

don’t actually care about having the smartest

watch. The improvements of the Series 8

Apple Watch versus a Series 3 are enormous,

but many people just don’t care enough to

spend significant cash on newest one.
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Developing for Smart Watches

Smartwatches typically divide development into components:

• Watch Face – Single pane “homescreen”

• Complications – “Widget”/Feature that can be displayed on a

watch face

• Watch App – Applications that run with user involved

transactions
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Active Behavior

Passive transactions are initiated by the user

while

Active transactions are initiated by the system
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Active Transactions

Active transactions can be defined by these properties:

1. Transaction initiated by system, user is given an opportunity

to respond

2. Require timely response from user

3. Interactions are sequential and serial

4. Between system and a single user

Example: Some 2-Factor authentication schemes
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”Active Transactions are an absolute essential

part of mobile (wearable) application

development mainly because of the lack of

focus on the part of the user while the user is

mobile.”
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Starting Development

If you are wanting to develop an application for Smart Watches:

• watchOS – https://developer.apple.com/watchos/ – Based on

XCode

• Wear OS – https://developer.android.com/training/wearables

– Android Studio
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Wear OS



Critical Tasks
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Declaring an App as a Wear Application

Must declare App as a wear application7

7Slides pull information from

https://developer.android.com/training/building-wearables.html – Referenced

according to CCA 2.5
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Standalone/Semi-independent/Dependent

Wear OS Applications have three levels of dependency:

• Completely Independent of phone application

• Semi-Independent of phone application (phone application not

required but adds extra features)

• Dependent on a phone application

If a watch application is completely or semi-independent, it is

considered standalone
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Declaring Standalone

Declare as standalone or not with meta-data tag

Set value=”false” for dependent applications8

8To qualify for promotion in the Google Play Store on Wear (that is, in the

on-watch Play Store), your app needs to function independently from a phone.

iOS as well as Android support is required.
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Semi-Independency

Phone or Watch can detect corresponding applications using

CapabilityClient object9

9Only works with Play Store enabled phones
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Semi-Independency

If CapabilityClient object on watch doesn’t detect app on

connected phone:

PhoneDeviceType.getPhoneDeviceType() – Returns Android

or iOS types

• If Android – RemoteIntent.startRemoteActivity(URI) where

URI is the market URI for your app

• If iOS – RemoteIntent.startRemoteActivity(URL) where URL

is the iTunes URL

Best practice to provide a button for user to manually trigger

opening of App store
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Common Interactions

The most common interactions with a smartwatch are:

• Notifications/Alarms

• Data Transfer

• Location

• Sensing
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Data Practices

Watches should obtain only necessary data

Can introduce unnecessary latency, memory use, and battery drain

Bluetooth LE connection may be bandlimited to 4kbps

Audit network requests, shrink images before sending to watch

If High-Bandwidth is needed (e.g. Audio/Video streaming):

ConnectivityManager to check for available high-speed network

and request unmetered network
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Notifications/Messaging

Apps can directly use Firebase Cloud Messaging (FCM) for

notifications (officially supported notification channel)

No FCM API is specific to Wear OS

FCM with Doze is the recommended messaging interaction so all

apps use the same wake up window and shared connection
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Communicating with Phone App

For communicating directly with phone app rather than network:

Wearable Data Layer – Wearable Class

Inexpensive to create and do not need to be held onto DataClient

mDataClient = Wearable.getDataClient(context);
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Syncing Data Items with Phone

DataItem defines interface for data synchronization

Consists of:

• Payload – Byte Array can set however for serialization (limited

to 100KB)

• Path – Unique String must start with forward slash

Example Code:

https://github.com/googlesamples/android-DataLayer
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Syncing Assets with Phone

To send large blobs of binary data (i.e. images) use Asset class
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Location

Some watches have a built-in GPS sensor while others rely on

tethered phone

FusedLocationProvider (FLP) – Automatically determines source

of Location Data
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Location Callback

Callback object should define what to do with location data
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Using the Speaker

Some Wear devices have a built-in speaker

Access using packageManager and audioManager

Detects if speaker is available

Process for using the speaker is the same as using on phone

https://developer.android.com/guide/topics/media/

mediaplayer.html
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Accessing Sensors

Sensor Access is the same as on a handheld device

https://developer.android.com/guide/topics/sensors/

index.html

For android example, see my example application:

http://csce.uark.edu/~ahnelson/code_examples/

MySensorsProject.zip10

10Ask instructor for username/password
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watchOS



watchOS Overview
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watchOS Overview (continued)
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watchOS

watchOS – Apple Watch operating system, currently version 8.5

Watch Application – Comprised of two bundles:

• Watch App Bundle

• WatchKit Extension Bundle

SwiftUI is preferred over storyboarding for future applications

Documentation for each slide in links, most available through main

WatchKit developer webpage
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Watch Bundles

Watch App Bundle – Contains application storyboards

WatchKit Extension Bundle – Contains application code and

resources

Connectivity between bundles through Watch Connectivity

Framework

Watch Connectivity Documentation
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https://developer.apple.com/documentation/watchconnectivity


Watch App Lifecycle

• A: applicationDidFin-

ishLaunching() called

• B: applicationDidBe-

comeActive() or

applicationWillResig-

nActive() called

• C: applicationWillEn-

terForeground() or

applicationDidEnter-

Background() called
Documentation
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https://developer.apple.com/documentation/watchkit/working_with_the_watchos_app_life_cycle


Scenes

Scene – A full screen of content

Watch App consists of one or more scenes

Each scene is managed by a single Interface Controller object in

the WKExtension bundle

Interface Controller manages content on screen and responds to

interactions

watchOS manages the actual views

Navigating Between Scenes Documentation
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App Launch Flow

init and awakeWithContext functions should load values for

interface objects

willActivate performs last-minute updates before interface appears 37



Interface Controller Lifecycle

Watchkit extension remains running only while user is interacting

with application
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Storyboard Scenes

Storyboard Scenes – User Interface of a single scene

Layout handled by watchOS with configuration by programmer

defined layout

UI Configuration guide: Link
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Complications

Complications – Small UI elements (“widgets”) that can be placed

on customizable watchfaces
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